Cortical potentials with antisaccades.
The term antisaccade refers to saccades that are performed towards the side opposite to that of target appearance. The performance of antisaccades is considered to be determined by intact frontal inhibitory areas as patients with frontal, and especially prefrontal, lesions show a striking impairment in suppressing an unwanted protarget saccade. We recorded cortical slow potentials from subjects performing saccades and antisaccades in a task, antitask and no move conditions in order to investigate possible topographic differences between these two types of eye movement. Our main findings concern both movement related as well as sensory related potentials. With regard to the saccadic potentials, performance of an antisaccade is preceded by a much more pronounced activity during the last 100 ms prior to the eye movement onset over central-anterior leads with a slight ipsilateral lateralization. As for the sensory potentials, the target related with antisaccade performance is followed by smaller, but nonstatistically significant, exogenous responses while at 300-350 ms after target appearance, the activity associated with the antisaccade's target is clearly larger over central midline leads. Although we could not precisely relate the electrical activity obtained with well circumscribed cortical function, the results support the view that the anterior and slightly ipsilateral cortical activation which precedes the performance of an antisaccade could reflect the frontal mechanisms of suppression of the unwanted saccade.